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Mini-oven 26 liters with Pizza stone Red and Black
Resolutely modern with its red facade, the rounded angles CAMPUS300RN mini-oven easily find its place in small
kitchens.

Technical specifications ...
Have a good reason to cook !
Student and/or single, the CAMPUS300-RN is the mini-oven
that you definetly need.Its weak clutter and its ease-of-use
allow this mini-oven to be one of the most practice in our
range of products.Thanks to its pizza stone, this mini-oven is
your best friend during your pizza nights.

Tiny and functional...
A modern look with its red façade, this rounded corners minioven has a particularly nice aesthetics. The functions are
clearly marked. The thermostat works to a temperature of 230°
and the timer for 60 minutes. The grill and sole can operate
independently or together. The door is tempered with its
doble glazing, which saves you more energy. The stainless
steel handle is a perfect grip. The Brandy Best oven comes
with a baking tray or a dripping pan and a grid to receive
roasting, broiling dishes, baking pans and pieces to be grilled.
But it also makes it possible to realize excellent fresh Pizza
thanks to its stone of 30 cm Enjoy !

EAN code: 5420046412233
Installation mode: Free standing
Color: red and black
control type: Mechanical control
Oven type: Statique électrique
Oven fuel: Electric
Oven volume: 26l
Cavity dimension (HxWxD) cm: 25.7x32.4x32.3
Details: 30cm Pizza stone
Standard accessories: Grill pan
Oven power: 1500W
Brutto weight (kg): 9.68kg
Net weight (kg): 7.65kg
product dimensions (HxLxD) in cm: 30.8x46.3x38.7
Gross dimensions (HxLxD) in cm: 37.4x52.5x46
Language(s): FR-EN-NL-DE-ES
Quantity per container: 850
Standards: CE A13
Brand: Brandy Best
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